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Introduction
Shadow banking has become an important topic among bankers and policymakers. Valued at roughly 100% of world GDP, these transactions have caught policymakers' attention because their contribution to global finance. Under the more mundane (and technically correct) epitaph, these non-bank financial transactions represent about $67 trillion in credit to many well-deserving projects in emerging markets. Recent discussion has centred on how politicians and international organisations like the Financial Stability Board can regulate shadow banking. No one has written about how businesspersons and financiers should conduct shadow banking. What opportunities exist in emerging markets for shadow banking services? How can entrepreneurs use shadow banking to help themselves (by earning profits) while providing socially-beneficial credit?
In this brief, we argue that non-bank financial institutions (corporate treasury officers, investment advisors, independent broker-dealers, insurance companies and trade finance groups) can increase their revenues by offering credit through under-regulated emerging market shadow banking sectors. Usually, such shadow banking consists of taking groups of loans, packaging them into securities which funnel loan payments to investors, and dividing up these securities into groups (called tranches) which provide the risk and return that various client groups desire. Non-bank organisations -operating in the emerging markets that we call the Emerging Dozen --can probably expand their assets under management by $1 trillion if they capitalise on this growing area of banking.
Uncharacteristically of a policy brief, we must state several caveats in advance. Recent media attention has demonised shadow banking -in some cases (particularly in the US) quite rightly. In this brief, we do not take a normative view on shadow banking (arguing whether such banking is good or bad). We also do not consider the wider implications of such banking on the larger economy, or the extent to which regulators should control such shadow banking. We focus our analysis on the ways that shadow banking can benefit entrepreneurial individuals and businesses in emerging markets. Credit from such "non-bank financial institutions" (as they are called in the literature) can help relieve serious credit constraints in many of the economies we analyse. We want to focus on how entrepreneurial individuals and companies can provide low-cost credit, provide investors with the returns such credit generates and still make a profit.
What And Where Is Shadow-Banking?
Shadow banking occurs when individuals and institutions (usually not legally incorporated or regulated as banks) give credit, collect interest and pass these interest payments on to investors. When a company, like the Indian Housing Development Finance Corporation, provides housing loans outside of the framework of the Banking Regulation Act and/or Banking Companies Act -that's shadow banking. When an insurance company like the Chinese Ping An Insurance resells its policies to others who want to collect monthly premiums from insurance buyers -that's shadow banking. When a bank like JP Morgan buys trade finance notes in France, bundles them into packages based on their risk and sells slices of those packages in Malta -that's shadow finance. Or when you (the reader) buy pension fund shares that invest in something that looks like a bond and pays like a bond (but gets its money from housing loans, car loans and credit card debt) -that's shadow banking. Figure 1 shows the example of a company like CITIC (the letters come from its former name China International Trust and Investment Corporation) . CITIC might fund a port operation which a typical bank manager may deem to risky. CITIC Trust (and many shadow banks organise themselves as trusts) will often borrow money from "normal" banks to fund the loan or may seek funding from hedge funds, wealthy individuals and other investors. These investors will receive "shares" in the port as collateral (known as collateralised obligations). These investors also receive a higher than market return for assuming such risks. The securitised loan (and the collateral collected for the loan) can pass to a hedge fund, an institutional investor or anyone else.
We chose this shadow banking example as the Wall Street Journal reports extensively on the CITIC case. Source: Wall Street Journal and author's analysis.
Figure 1: How Does Shadow Banking Work?
Companies like CITIC Trust "lend" billions buying loans, chopping them into pieces and selling pieces.
CITIC "borrows" from numerous investors who want to invest in securities which pay interest in very short term (money market funds) etc. Money paid in "tranches" (shown by different colours above).
Buildings, trade and other economic activity receives funding that banks won't provde. These loans get securitized and sold as "shares" to investors -so its not banking.
CCB might use CITIC securities in their bunded projects and/ or may lend directly to CITIC Trust. May also resell to places like China Hedge.
all interest payments due in next 30 days interest payments from very riskhy loans interest payments in RMB
The size and range of China's shadow banking markets provide a useful illustration for aspiring shadow bankers in other emerging markets. A range of business loans made outside of the formal Chinese banking system have replaced some of the usual loan applications submitted to Chinese high-street banks. As shown in Figure 2 , wealth management products have served as the preferred method of bringing money to speculative business ventures -bringing in over $240 million in such investment. These products avoid regulatory scrutiny and bring in large amounts of cash because they are sold only to high-net worth individuals with over $1 million in assets. Pieces of risky projects have also been divided and sold as short-term tradable promissory notes (called commercial paper), money market funds, and the other types of lending shown in the figure. Special kinds of loans --known as repurchase agreements -usually provide shadow bankers with a key means of lending. In China's case (and in many OECD member countries), repurchase agreements serve as one of the key methods of lending (and borrowing). In the Middle Kingdom, such repurchase agreements -whereby a lender "buys" for a short-time a borrower's assets with the contractual requirement that the seller buy back the asset at a slightly higher price -represents about 8% of China's shadow banking market. Some shadow banking instruments -like asset-based securities -have not quite caught on. Some emerging markets clearly represent opportunities for aspiring shadow bankers. In the US and Hong Kong, shadow banks manage roughly 40% of the total share of financial assets in their respective financial systems. In advanced economies like Korea, the UK, and the Euro zone, shadow banks manage about 30% (on average) on the financial system's assets. Yet, a number of countries with large financial systems possess far less developed shadow banking sectors. These economies -representing most non-OECD G20 members -have shadow banking systems which manage a much lower proportion of their financial systems' assets. These developing countries represent either a best practice in banking regulation or a missed opportunity, depending how you look at it. Given that the Indonesian, Mexican and Indian economies have developed far more slowly than the American and Korean ones, we tend to take the second view. Underdeveloped shadow banking sectors in these countries represents a missed opportunity.
How big are shadow banking sectors in some of the largest emerging markets? Figure 3 illustrates the size and development of shadow banking in the group of economies we call the Emerging Dozen. These countries --Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa and Turkey -represent shadow banking sectors with over $3.5 trillion in assets (about the GDP of Germany). Some shadow banking sectors (like in Argentina) have grown quickly. Others -like in Mexico -have grown slowly. If these emerging markets had the same proportion of shadow-bank-controlled financial assets as those of the OECD member countries (and if such banking complemented rather than substituted for regular banking), shadow banking would add an extra $1 trillion in financial assets in the Emerging Dozen countries.
Successes in some markets might provide inspiration for aspiring shadow bankers in other markets. Figure 4 shows the growth rates of shadow banking -defined as financial assets managed by "other financial intermediaries." Argentina's shadow banking sector has grown fastest -from a relatively low base. China's shadow banking sector has grown at about the same rate, also from a low base. However, given the magnitude of the Chinese economy, such growth has triggered fears among many global financial market participants. Shadow banking sectors in economies like Mexico, Saudi Arabia and Chile have grown far more slowly. In the post-crisis period, Turkish and Saudi Arabian shadow bank assets have contracted. Pessimistic aspiring-shadow bankers may view such data as a sign of saturation and low-growth prospects in these markets. Optimistic shadow banking pretenders may view these data as a sign of a market opportunity. Low growth in post crises shadow banking may reflect slow uptake of the securities providing important non-bank funding. The data suggest that institutions engaging in shadow banking in the Emerging Dozen may profit greatly from their work in the upcoming years. Non-OECD G-20 countries (the group we call the Emerging Dozen) possess only 7% of the world's shadow banking assets. These economies are also under-shadow-banked (for lack of a better term). Such low levels of shadow banking in emerging markets contrasts with the EU and US -which each have shadow banking assets of $22 trillion (or about two-third's of global GDP). Assets managed by "other non-bank financial institutions" in the post-crisis period (after 2007) have contracted by about 5% in the US and increased a meagre 5% in the EU. In Indonesia, India, and Brazil, such growth rates have exceeded 10% per year from 2007 to 2011. Investors who held shares of these non-banks would have profited greatly.
Where are the Profits for Emerging Market Financial Institutions in Shadow Banking?
Shadow banking represents a large opportunity for financial institutions, private companies and even individuals. Recently, some policymakers have conceded shadow banking's benefits. The Wall Street Journal reported on the 16 th of July 2013 that Italian Minister of Finance Fabrizio Saccomanni encouraged companies to engage in shadow banking. As a credit crunch has restricted commercial finance in Italy, shadow banking provides a useful way to provide finance to credit-starved productive enterprise. For over-heating economies like China, shadow banking will likely come under intense government scrutiny and eventually regulatory pressure. In a 4 July 2013 Wall Street Journal article, Mark Deweaver describes "Beijing's War on Shadow Banking." China's extreme credit expansion has triggered restrictive monetary policy and a policy of "financial repression" (as recent commentator and book author Joe Zhang has noted). However, for most shadow bankers (or wannabe shadow bankers), many of the Emerging Dozen will represent an important opportunity. Shadow banking can also provide profitable opportunities to companies not presently involved in shadow banking markets -such as those that provide the collateral for shadow banking markets.
Which markets will likely see the greatest expansion of shadow banking credit? Figure  5 -albeit somewhat confusingly -shows that Argentina and Mexico represent the two markets where shadow banking could greatly expand credit. In Argentina, for example, credit to the private sector represents less than 20% of GDP. Only about 30% of firms have access to lines of credit. Such little access to credit contrasts with South Africa's 140% of the value of GDP in credit to the private sector. Countries like Brazil, India and Turkey have respectable 50% domestic private sector credit to GDP ratios. However, in comparison with the OECD average of 140%, these countries have a lot of room for credit growth. Shadow banking could provide a quick and easy way of "filling in" these markets. 
Percent of firms w ith a credit line
The data in the figure show the amount of credit provided to the private sector (as a percent of GDP). Only South Africa and China seem w ell served by credit institutiions. Yet, w ith only 28% of these firms having credit lines, even these economies' companies might benefit from shadow bank lending. Source: World Bank (2013) w ith interpretation by authors.
Profits come from saving borrowing costs and earning risk premia
Where do shadow banking's profits come from? Such profits come from risk premia and cheaper capital (as shadow bankers can collect money from investors rather than depositors). Figure 6 shows the returns to investors who invest in an example portfolio of collateralised lending. In this example, investors who place the equivalent of $100 in Brazilian reis in collateralised lending would have earned $39 worth of reales in interest. In contrast, a similar investment would have earned only about 3% (or $3 worth of return on an $100 investment after taking inflation into account) if invested on the Brazilian stock market. In Brazil, Argentina, South Africa, Saudi Arabia, India, and China, investors who bought the collateralised lending we present as a simple example would have earned more (after adjusting for inflation) than investing on the domestic stock market. In Indonesia and Chile, investors would have earned relatively good returns (in excess of 5%) in shadow banking and "normal" equity investment. The data in the figure show the return on $100 invested (in local currency) in a portfolio of securitised lending w e have constructed for illustrative purposes. In our example, the shadow banker sells a bundle of lending of w hich 60% earns the inflation-adjusted prime rate, 25% earns the prime rate plus 2 percent and 15% of the portfolio earns prime plus 5%. Unlike in traditional lending, investors in shadow banking assets who buy collateralised loans can see their investment rise. The price of asset-based securities, collateralised debt obligations, packages of longer-term repurchase agreements and so forth -like all prices -depend on supply and demand. Shadow banking -despite the "banking" moniker -looks like, acts like and earns like equity far more than loans. Shadow banks do not publish information about the market prices of their securitised and packaged loans. However, to the extent that shadow banking assets behave like equities, the spreads on shadow bank lending often far exceed the profits from tradition banking.
The likely profitability of shadow banking varies by country. Figure 7 shows data which might proxy the potential returns to offering shares in a risky project rather than just lending money. In recent years, Turkish shadow bankers securitising projects would have earned a 43% rate of return on assets yielding only 5% (assuming they collateralised and sold loans on projects reflecting the broader equity market). In Saudi Arabia, South Africa, and Brazil, potential shadow bankers would also have earned more than 20% on their assets by selling stakes in them as if they were equity. Only in Brazil would regular bankers (those taking deposits and lending them out) have earned more than shadow bankers earning equity-equivalent rates. Brazil's eye-popping spreads reflect strong measures to assuage inflation across the Federation. Naturally, shadow bank loans do not always replicate the returns available to equity. However, if these loans pay out what they earn (a concept economists know as the "marginal returns to capital"), the returns to shadow bank lending and equity shouldn't be far from each other. The data in the figure show the difference betw een returns on equity and returns on assets (w hich w e call the securitisation premium). We also show the difference betw een the deposit and lending rate (show n as the lending spread). Data show n for 2011 or latest available. Source: World Bank (2013).
Shadow bankers save money and earn higher returns then traditional bankers in several ways. First, shadow bankers -in theory -do not need to borrow money to relend. They can simply pass on loans to investors in the loan derived-securities. Conversely, shadow bankers simply need to pass on the money collected from investors to "borrowers" -and take a commission. Second, shadow bankers can take these commissions without exposure to the risks underlying these loans. If borrows do not repay these "off balance sheet" securities, the investors -and not the shadow banker -suffers. Third, and very importantly, shadow bankers do not need to incur all the costs of complying with banking regulations. These shadow bankers need to keep large amounts of money (known as reserve capital). They do not need to accurately assess the riskiness of the underlying loans (as the investor needs to worry about that). These shadow banks need not report information to their local regulators about the value of "lending" -as these transaction remain off their balance sheets.
Shadow banking can be underpinned by non-project lending
Shadow banks can do more than securitise packages of project-based lending and resell them as tranches of equity-like securities. Shadow banking can help to expand to funds available for residential and commercial mortgage-based lending. Such mortgage-backed investment led infamously to the US sub-prime mortgage crisis. However, not all loansparticularly in the Emerging Dozen -need securitize sub-prime mortgages. Growing real estate markets in many of the Emerging Dozen countries will generate more than enough demand for high-grade mortgage-backed securities. Figure 8 shows the size of real estate and financial intermediation services (as a percent of GDP) and the change in these sectors from 2006 to 2011. Some countries -like Russia and Chile -have high amounts spending on real estate and financial intermediation (over 20% of GDP). However, such spending has decreased since 2006 in these countries by over 50%. Given their size -but rapid decline in value -we label these countries as question marks as generators of real estate-based shadow bank lending. In countries like Argentina and Saudi Arabia, their large real estate and financial intermediation markets have grown rapidly. If past trends point to future performance, these countries will provide important shadow banking opportunities. We show the other markets and provide labels from the Boston Consulting Group growth-share matrix to provide the reader a sense of the real estate-based shadow banking opportunities available in these markets. Trade finance represents another area where shadow banking can make a significant impact on funding profitable commerce. Shadow banks can help extend money to companies needing loans while they wait for customers to pay their invoices (a process called factoring). Shadow banks can also help buy assets which companies or other parties lease. Shadow banks help to write, buy, and resell the loans that underpin these two important activities. Figure 9 shows that many Emerging Dozen engage in far less factoring (buying debts that traders are owed by customers) and leasing than their best-inclass (or at least largest-in-class) peers. In the figure, we show each countries' latest factoring-to-GDP and leasing-to-GDP ratios. We also draw several "expansion paths" which show the way that these ratios could increase as each country's companies employ more trade credit and leasing. If past trends reflect future performance, shadow bankers in countries like Saudi Arabia will greatly expand finance for leasing. Interestingly, Emerging Dozen companies seem far less interested in factoring (selling their invoices this month for money will receive next month). Such trends -if they continue into the future -make the securitisation of invoice-collateralised loans -far less important. 
Saudi
The data in the figure show leasing to GDP ratios compared with factoring to GDP ratios. We show expansion paths based on the predicted non-linear relationship between leasing-to-GDP and factoring-to-GDP at various levels of each variable. Source: World Bank (2013).
Insurers and pension companies amass large amounts of lendable funds -in the form of premiums paid for policies. For example, Ping An collected about $33 million in premiums but only paid out $20 million in claims in 2012. The company can invest the extra -or lend to policyholders and non-policyholders alike. Figure 10 shows the amount of pension and insurance assets in many of the Emerging Dozen countries (expressed as a percent of GDP for comparability). Insurers and pensions in countries like Brazil and Argentina represent large opportunities for shadow banking. Insurers can sell off the risks underpinned by these insurance policies (a process known as reinsurance) or lend out some of the extra money they do not need to keep to remain sufficiently capitalised and liquid. Countries like Turkey and Russia also represent an opportunity for shadow banking -albeit for a different reason. These countries have a large pension and insurance markets to develop. The sooner shadow banks start thinking about reselling these pension and insurance policies, the deeper they can make these markets. 
What types of assets should shadow bankers invest in?
What types of shadow banking transactions likely generate profits for investors in shadow banking services? Generally, more complex methods of splitting risk and farming out debt payments result in higher returns. Figure 11 shows the returns to various types of shadow banking related financing -compiled from a range of sources. Because no benchmark rates exist for these types of finance, the rates of return shown can only approximate the returns to these kinds of funding. Yet, to the extent these returns reflect reality, the various types of collateralised lending actually out-perform short-term wordof-honour lending. At first glance, such data seem puzzling. Why would collateralised lending pay higher returns? Yet, the complex organisation of such lending draws these returns. Investors in asset-based securities gain advantages from lower regulatory costs, focus on targeted risks, and often tax advantages to boot. A financial or "normal" business wants to borrow money. The company "loans out" a high quality asset (like government bonds) and buys it back at the prevailing market rates (or better). Money market mutual funds $2.6t 2%
Investors can buy groups of debt issued by banks and companies. Such debt usually comes due quickly (less than 3 months). Interest rate will depend on borrower's riskiness. Simple -and so not very lucrative. Collateralised debt obligations
1.8t 5%
Most what we have talked in this brief. An intermediary buys up banks' and companies' debt and repackages such debt as new securities. Investors buy these securities (in tranches depending their riskiness). Non-Agency Mortgagebased securities 640b 6%
Same as above -except the mortgages represent the underlying debt. Most readers will recognise these are culprits in the US "sub-prime" mortgage lending crisis. In theory, if the mortgages don't rate as sub-prime, this represents a sustainable method of mortgage finance.
Asset-backed securities 640b
5.2% A misnomer -these are loans on credit cards, student debt, car loans and so forth. These work the same way as the examples we gave previously. Securities lending 550b
1.5% The holder of stock or other securities lends out parts of their portfolio in exchange of a payment. Simple -and so not very lucrative.
Asset-based commercial paper

$280b 3%
A company issues short-term debt and promises to repay or lose some collateral (like a machine or land). Simple and so not very lucrative. Amounts rounded to nearest significant digit. Sources: Deloitte Shadow Banking Index for 2012). The asset returns we report reflect our best judgment reporting the historical returns of publicly-traded index and products. * Returns taken from industry sources, and may Some types of shadow banking assets clearly correspond differently to different types of clients' needs. Figure 12 illustrates how different types of shadow banking products can correspond to differing company needs. In the figure, we present a "payables stress" indicator. The indicator shows the proportion of total liabilities coming due usually within a month (and usually for operating expenses paid for on short-term credit). Three trends in the data point to differing needs (and thus differing ways of profiting from shadow banking aimed at these customers). First, Indonesian companies under high payables stress have more assets to secure these short-term debts than their Indian peers (graphically there are more black dots on the right side of the graph, whereas we see more brown triangles on the left side of the graph). Second, bigger companies (in asset terms) experience less payables stress in China and India. The downward sloping lines labelled China and India in the graph show such a negative relationship. In Indonesia, companies with more assets experienced more payables stress (at least in 2011). Indonesian companies thus represent a better market for shadow bankers. Demand for shadow banking services resulting from payables stress also corresponds with the assets available to collateralise shadow bank borrowing. Third, Indian companies -for the same asset holdings -have higher levels of payables stress than China or India. Such stresses imply demand for shadow banking in India like outstrips such demand in China or Indonesia (at least for payables finance). The data in the figure show "payables stress" (defined as accounts payable divided by total liabilities compared w ith the log value of companies' assets. Accounts payable usually represents payments due in a month. Thus, our payables stress measure looks at the extent to w hich these companies' require short-term finance (often characteristic of shadow banking). We show companies w ith payables stress levels about 0.75. Source: WRDS (2013).
China Turkey Indonesia
Shadow bankers can use such payables stress data to identify likely future customers. Figure 13 shows the names of the companies represented in the previous figure with the highest levels of payables stress. If shadow bankers arranged lending to the 10 highest risk companies using each of the 7 indicators we use, they would (under our simplifying assumptions) earn $2.2billion in revenues. 
$471m
Debt load Debt-to-total liabilities 
$106m
* Ranges for the following indicators: payable stress (1 to 0.75), collection stress (1 to 100), quick interest stress (0.25 to 2), debt load (1 to 0.33), cash-out risk (0.05 to1.0), short-interest stress (100 to 2), ** Revenues assume that these stressed companies borrow 30% of the value of their assets and the shadow bank "underwriter" earns a 1% commission on such borrowing (irregardless of whether the company pays 2% or 12% in interest payments) and receivables stress between 10-100.
What causes the growth of shadow banking in the Emerging Dozen?
Does shadow banking increase as the quality of traditional bank lending worsens? As shown in Figure 14 , in some countries (like Chile, Russia and Saudi Arabia) shadow banking grows as the percent of non-performing loans on traditional banks' balance sheets increases. In the other Emerging Dozen countries, shadow banking activity (as a percent of financial sector activity) decreases as more non-performing loans appear on banks' books. In Argentina, India and China, increases in non-performing loans have very strongly correlated with decreases in shadow banking. Shadow banking thus serves as a complement to traditional banking in some countries and as a substitute in others. From 2002 to 2011, a 1% decrease in the proportion of non-performing loans on Argentine banks' balance sheets corresponded with a 0.4% increase in the proportion of shadow banking assets (relative to total). The 8% decrease in the proportion of nonperforming loans on Indian balance sheets corresponded almost perfectly with the 8% increase in the proportion of shadow banking assets (relative to total). Yet, in Russia, shadow banking peaked around the middle of the decade while the proportion of nonperforming bank loans bottomed out. By the end of the decade, the trend reversed. Such data suggest that shadow banking serves as a complement to traditional banking in some countries (like South Africa) and as a substitute in others (like the rest of the Emerging Dozen). Other data supports the hypothesis that shadow banking tends to complement traditional banking activity in some countries -and substitute for such activity in other countries. Figure 15 shows the relationship between the growth of shadow banking, changes in equity prices and changes in lending rates among the Emerging Dozen economies. In India, rising equity returns have correlated with increased amounts of shadow banking assets. Higher lending rates though have correlated with less shadow banking activity on the sub-continent. In Mexico, shadow banking asset volumes seem to follow the opposite pattern. Higher proportions of shadow banking have corresponded with falling equity prices and rising lending rates. One possible interpretation of these trends (among many) might argue that investors who lose money on La Bolsa seek to make up for lost returns through shadow banking and to supplement a generally growing lending portfolio (or industry). The data in the graph show the bivariate correlation (correlation between two variables) between the proportion of "other non-bank financial institution" assets relative to total financial sector assets two variables. On the y-axis we show correlations with the S&P equity market index rates of return for each market. On the x-axis, we show the correlation with average annual lending rates in each market from 2002 to 2011.
What have we learned about the profit opportunities in each market for current and aspiring shadow bankers? Figure 16 ranks the attractiveness of various Emerging Dozen countries -based on the shadow banker's particular objective. For example, individuals and companies looking to offer trade credit-based finance may find Argentina and China the best candidates for prospecting for clients. On the other hand, they may find only niche markets or more-expensive-to-service markets in South Africa and Chile. 
Buffing Up a Shadow Banking Shop
What can the "non-bank, other, financial institutions" in the Emerging Dozen (which we have been calling shadow banks) do to bolster the size of their securities sales? These firms will want to increase the amount of loans written and consolidated as well as increase the interest rates paid on those loans, increase the volume of securities derived from those loans (that's why they are called derivatives). They will also want to increase demand for those "derived" securities -thus increasing their price and yield. Shadow banks can work with a number of partners and potential clients in order to expand the market for shadow banking.
Work with Large Credit Worthy Companies to Issue Bonds
Most of the shadow banking sector -particularly in emerging markets -thrives using high-grade bonds as collateral. In repurchase agreements (or repos), borrowers "sell" high-grade bonds for a couple of days to lenders and buy them back a higher price which reflects prevailing interest rates. In Russia, 26% of all repurchase agreements use bonds as collateral. In other countries, the proportion varies. Typically in OECD countries, companies use government bonds because of their safety. The extensive use of government debt in shadow bank transactions has encouraged analysts like US Treasury Department expert Zoltan Pozsar to encourage the US government to create more Treasury bills as a way to expand the base for shadow banking. However, in many Emerging Dozen countries, companies may trust other large companies far more for repayment than the government. Companies -rather than governments -in the Emerging Dozen should issue more short-term promissory loans.
Shadow banks can encourage larger, credit-worthy, and reliable companies to issue more short-term loans. Such loans -known as commercial paper and short-term notes -can serve as the base of a growing (yet stable) shadow banking sector. Figure 17 shows the size of such lending markets in many of the Emerging Dozen. Brazil and Mexico has -in absolute terms -the largest markets for such lending. Turkey, South Africa and Argentina have the smallest markets. On the one hand, shadow bankers looking to capitalise on relatively deep markets in corporate debt to securitise short-term lending should focus on Brazil and Mexico. On the other hand, shadow bankers looking to develop corporate debt markets should concentrate on Turkey and South Africa. Companies can engage in the same kind of securitisation that shadow banks do. Figure 18 compares the traditional shadow banking value chain with a similar value chain potentially constructed by large Emerging Dozen conglomerates. In the traditional shadow banking process, shadow bankers collect risky loans (or any revenue-generating asset) into bundles. The split these bundles into tranches (divided by the risks of the assets in each tranche) and sell off these tranches to investors which want them. Why can't companies do this directly? A large conglomerate can borrow money to fund the range of literally hundreds of its projects through shadow banking. The company's finance department can set up a corporation and transfer the loans onto the balance sheet of the newly created corporation (sometimes called a special purpose vehicle). The special purpose company can issue shares and use the proceeds to pay back the bank loans. From then on, the company's shadow banked company can issue dividends using the money by the loans.
Revenue-yieldingassets (mortgages, car loans and so forth)
Shadow banking through an intermediary Shadow banking at Siemens and/or engineering association
Risky projects each with probability of pay-off third-party consultation into large security in-house consultation into large security breaking into tranches by risk breaking into tranches by risk sale (or resale) of tranches to differnet groups (strangere) with different risk appetites sale (or resale) of tranches to different groups (company or companies' business associates) with different risk appetites 
Extend more credit for trade
Shadow banks looking to increase their volumes of lending should consider expanding into trade credit. Trade credit consists of money producers, sellers and shippers need to deliver goods before they receive payments from their customers. Yet, in many Emerging Dozen countries, traders sorely lack such funding. Figure 19 shows the value of medium and long-term trade finance reported by the Berne Union (a collection of finance and insurance companies). In the Emerging Dozen countries where we could obtain data, the volume of such trade credit appears microscopic relative to the value of trade these countries do. In Russia, for example, medium and long-term trade finance of $40 billion in 2011 -or roughly 8% of Russia's trade with the EU alone. Other large economies like India, Brazil, and even China have extremely small volumes of such medium and longterm trade finance (we could not obtain data for short term finance). The data in the graph show value of trade credit extended in various countries (in green bars) and the value of investment insurance (in black bars). In most countries, the value of investment insurance (the dreaded credit default sw aps) do not even equal the meagre trade credit offered. We also show in gray boxes the value of end of-year receivables in 2011. Receivables show s the money ow ed to the company, w hereas trade credit show money the company ow es). Receivables represent the total receivables reported by companies in 2011 converted into USD at the average annual exchange rate. Source: Berne Union for trade credit and investment insurance (2012) and WRDS Compustat for receivables data (2013).
Two other trends in the trade finance data point to opportunities for shadow bankers. First, receivables finance exceeds trade-related payables finance. In other words, Indian companies (and the other countries, to the extent these data are comparable) give far more trade credit to their partners then they receive from their banks. In the figure, Indian companies in 2011 gave $195 billion compared with the $30 billion they received in medium and long-term trade credit. These companies can easily securitise these pools of receivables in the same way we described above. Second, aspiring shadow bankers can write insurance on investment losses coming from their shadow banking practices -or other people's investment activity. The figure shows that less than $10 billion in investment insurance (whereby banks collect insurance premiums and make payments in case investments lose money).
The investment insurance -which helps to reduce the risk of extending trade credit --can help increase shadow banks' profits, stabilise these countries' notoriously chaotic investment environment and deepen credit markets. Figure 20 shows the way that deeper insurance investment activities can develop a range of banking-related activities. Investment insurance reduces returns -as investors must pay insurance premiums. However, such insurance makes a wide-range of very risky investments potentially profitable. The data seem to support the view that deeper markets for investment insurance (at least for insurance related to sovereign bond default) correlates with deeper markets for corporate counsel, analysts, and different types of investments. According to IMF data, by end 2012, credit default swaps on Brazilian sovereign debt equalled $156 billion. These amounts compare with $109 billion for Russia. Most of this insurance is written (underwritten) outside of these countries. The demand for credit default swaps (sovereign debt investment insurance) relates in large part to the actual riskiness of the underlying bonds as much the funds available to hedge risks related to these bonds. However, the business-cluster view of investment insurance which we argue in this brief seems to hold. Countries which develop deeper and more liquid markets in investment insurance tend to have a broad range of services which support all kinds of banking (including shadow banking). 
CDS underwriters
Expand (but don't over-extend) real estate lending
America's sub-prime mortgage crisis has resulted in a strong dislike for mortgage-backed assets world-wide. Such views are unfortunate. Securitsation of real estate helps spread risks and increase funds available to families and investors who can best use such real estate. Figure 21 shows that the Emerging Dozen relies extremely little on credit finance for real-estate purchases. On a share of GDP basis, South Africa leads the list -with 33% of GDP in residential lending. In Argentina, less than 1% of the value of GDP goes out in the form of residential lending. If residential lending reflects commercial lending, the lack of lending reflects an opportunity for lenders who can find new ways to get money to markets. The data show that real-estate backed shadow banking may very much represent an opportunity in the making. First, except in South Africa and Mexico, residential lending in most of the Emerging Dozen remains at less than 10% of GDP. These ratios represent a far cry from the US's 85% of GDP. With average loan-to-income ratios ranging at 30% across the Emerging Dozen, extensive sub-prime loan underwriting appears unlikely. While the US probably went to one extreme in terms of securitising, insuring and scaling up mortgage lending, most of the Emerging Dozen appears at the other extreme. In Saudi Arabia and Argentina, lending remains desultory. The extremely marginal amounts of securitised loans in these countries mean both less saving as well as investment opportunities in mortgage-related banking.
Getting Ready for Post-Crisis Lawmaking
The US (and to a lesser extent, the EU's) experience has encouraged Emerging Dozen countries to copy their legislative restrictions on shadow banking. In some cases, like China in 2013, increased legislation containing the growth of China's shadow banking markets may make her markets more stable. Yet, Brazilian, Indian, Turkish and Indonesian regulators do their credit markets a disservice when they copy supposed shadow-banking related legislative "best practice" from the US and EU. CEOs in the Emerging Dozen's finance corporations, trade associations, wealth management firms, and (for lack of a better term) bucket shops will need to grab existing shadow banking opportunities before they disappear.
Use jurisdictions friendly to derivative-based finance
Regulators in many of the Emerging Dozen countries seek to clamp down on the trade in derivatives which form the heart of a shadow banking transaction. Collateralised debt obligations represent derivatives of the loans that underlie much of shadow banking. Figure 22 provides numerical ratings for each jurisdiction's progress in implementing Financial Stability Board proposed reforms of their over-the-counter derivatives markets.
Mexico and China have evaded much the international trend toward requiring public disclose and trading of derivative contracts. Brazil, Indonesia, and Saudi Arabia do not even report on the extent to which they have progressed on adopting such rules. Such data clearly points to an ambivalent view of regulatory reform aimed at the over-thecounter derivatives trade in these countries. At first glance, then, these countries seem like potentially friendly jurisdictions for writing, selling and reselling much international shadow banking activity. Clearly, countries that resist implement FSB recommendations will be able to attract shadow banking activities from abroadenriching their financial institutions who earn trade in shadow banking assets. The Emerging Dozen's non-bank financial institutions (shadow banks) should obtain as many profits as possible before the window closes on shadow banking opportunities. We see a 3-4 years window of opportunity for shadow bankers exclusively operating in the Emerging Dozen. First, EU-based and US-based financial institutions (particularly their non-bank kin) will need to comply with enhanced surveillance, capitalisation and liquidity requirements -even though they operate in a foreign jurisdiction. Lax regulatory standards in Emerging Dozen countries will not necessarily help them. Thus, they will have incentives to level the playing field -by removing any competitive advantages Emerging Dozen companies have from such lax regulation. Second, EU and US regulators have only recently introduced the specific provisions which implement the broad legislation passed by their legislatures (like Dodd-Frank). As these regulations become better known by both bankers and regulators, pressures to copy them in the Emerging Dozen will build up.
Expand Shadow Banking Activities Before New Regulations Emerge
Rapid changes to the legislation governing shadow banking make competing in this market increasingly difficult. The FSB recommendations look relatively anodyne. However, new legislating in the EU and US pose two problems for shadow bankers (and their would-be peers). First, many shadow banking relationships "touch" the US or EU in some way. A US or EU bank or national may sell loans packaged in Russia or Indonesia. An American or European institutional investor may purchase the securities collateralised with these Russian or Indonesian loans. Such "touches" expose these traditions to US and EU law. Second, regulators in the Emerging Dozen will eventually copy legislation in the EU and/or EU.
A simple example shows why regulators in Mexico and/or China might copy such regulation. Imagine hypothetically that a shadow banking group in the Turkish Finansbank wants package loans from Bulgaria and these sell securities to large American institutional investors operating in the Balkans. The US Dodd-Frank Act and the European Market Infrastructure Regulation require increased reporting about such transactions. Does Finansbank need to report to the Bulgarian authorities? Do they need to clear these transactions at a Turkish clearing house? Or a US one? If regulators just copy, these can reduce such problems -and drive down compliance costs for financial institutions operating across borders.
Which laws will most likely affect shadow banking in the Emerging Dozen in the upcoming years? Figure 24 shows the major shadow banking-related lawmaking (at both the legislative and regulatory levels) in the EU. The US has similar laws. These nine laws have already started to put the FSB's recommendations into practice -at least in the EU. Taken together, these laws will have three impacts on shadow banking. First, shadow banking will operate far more like traditional banking. Shadow bankers will need to hold far more capital and participate in some of the underlying risk. Second, these laws remove much of the "shadow" in shadow banking .Increased reporting and the use of centralised clearing means that shadow bankers can no longer transact business secretly. Third, increased compliance costs will decrease shadow banking profitability. Shadow banking has grown to 100% of global GDP because market actors have had a strong profit motive to use shadow bank transactions. Increased compliance costs will raise the cost of borrowing, lower shadow bank profit markets and thus decrease the amount of credit available. Do-it-yourself securitizers will have far more over-sight, but still less than "respectable" mutual fund and pension fund managers. CRR Capital Requirements Regulation Imposes minimum levels of capital for banks and non-banks. Levels determined by risks taken.
Shadow banks will likely fall under these capital requirements at some point.
CVA Contingent Valuation Adjustment
An adjustment to capital based on risks. Financial institutions must account for possible counterparty default.
Shadow banks likely to need to consider the effect of counterparty default when borrowing and lending.
DVA Debt Valuation Adjustment
If we understood this correctly, if a financial institution loses money on its derivative trades, it should reflect those losses so its trading partners can react to extra risk posed by those losing investments.
Making counterparties value each other would reduce shadow banking activity -as much of this lending reflects risks normal banks won't take.
EMIR European Market Infrastructure Regulation
Requires reporting of all bespoke derivatives and requires some to be cleared by central clearing house.
Would-be shadow bankers like Joe Zhang will need to report selling shares of a small rice farm -and maybe even clear these shares in a clearing house instead of offering to investors who want these shares.
MiFID2
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive Organised in 5 pillars -greater reporting of bespore (called over-the-counter) derivatives, investor protector, transparency, governance, and operations in third-countries.
Many of these provisions will seep into emerging market regulations in the upcoming years. While regulations still remain lax in many emerging markets, opportunities for "regulatory arbitrage."
PD2 Prospectus Directive
Requires certain types of potential investors to receive a prospectus.
The days of arranging a shadow banking placement on a talk and a hand-shake will end across the world. SEFs Swap Execution Facility Swaps (exchanging different kinds of loans or getting insurance on some assets) must go through a clearing house.
Private insurance contracts (the infamous credit default swaps) harder to organise. Another area for regulatory arbitrage. Enhanced US and EU policymaking represents a temporary opportunity for Emerging Dozen companies and banks. The costs of shadow banking will rise, margins will fall and credit will contract in the US and EU. The sellers of money will look for jurisdictions where they can still agglomerate loans, package them and sell them cheaply and abundantly. Politicians in Emerging Dozen countries should be ready to stall in implementing FSB reforms. Such stalling tactics -if combined with shadow bankfriendly policies -could attract large amounts of capital to these countries' banks and non-banks.
So far, emerging market politicians seem extremely unable -or unwilling -loosen compliance burdens governing shadow banking and other financial services. Figure 25 shows the percent of compliance staff in the large financial institutions who spend 10 or more hours monitoring changes in the regulations affecting their companies' business. And what about the risks of shadow banking? We would argue that businessmen need not worry about the systemic risk their business poses to the economy. Regulators will clamp down on shadow banking -in your country and internationally. Yet, credit remains a scarce commodity -in part thanks exactly to the shadow banking practices of the mid2000s. Current and potential shadow bankers in the Emerging Dozen should worry about their own bottom lines. Let professional regulators -who's job consists of worrying about the big picture -worry about that big picture. The window of opportunity which might allow Emerging Dozen shadow banks to profit from rising regulation in the US and EU will close soon enough.
Conclusion
Shadow banking represents an opportunity too good to last. Current legislative changes in many jurisdictions mean the shadow banking opportunity won't last. How can current and wanna-be shadow bankers expand their lending in Emerging Dozen countries? In this brief, we show that at least $1 trillion in untapped opportunities remain. We also identify the markets in which shadow bankers can maximise their profits. The best markets depend on the type of shadow banking the reader wishes to engage in. Those interested in focusing on the largest potential market size for all types of shadow banking may wish to focus on Mexico and Argentina. Those interested in targeting markets lending in markets where borrowers often do not repay their traditional bank loans should focus on Chile and Russia. We provide 14 other criteria that shadow bankers may use in deciding which market is best for them.
Shadow bankers can do a number of things in order to build the portfolios. First, they can work with large credit worthy companies to issue bonds. Such bonds often represent the trust-worthy assets that borrowers and lenders use as collateral in transactions known as repurchase agreements. They can securitise and lend for short-term trade. They can also expand their real estate lending practices and encourage the development of clusters which specialise in offering investment insurance. Finally, shadow bankers can operate in jurisdictions mostly likely to delay implementing legislation recommended by the Financial Stability Board aimed at chocking off shadow banking. Brazil, Mexico and Russia seem like likely candidates in the near-term.
